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Huge revenue loss by the stand taken by PGM BGTD
Sat, May 19, 2012 at 1:11 PM
nagavi s b shivanand <nagavisb@gmail.com>
To: ksebastin <ksebastin@gmail.com>, lalitadjogi <lalitadjogi@yahoo.co.in>, rajanbsnl <rajanbsnl@gmail.com>
Cc: pgmbgtd <pgmbgtd@sancharnet.in>, cgm_ktk <cgm_ktk@bsnl.co.in>
Dear Comrade,
This is to bring to your kind notice that there is an issue between
the Franchises and the BGTD administration. The C Topup allotments
were done to the Francheses on the cheques given by them. Due to the
cheque bounce of one or two francheses, now the BGTD management ( As I
have spoken to PGMBGTD ) has taken a decesion not issue the topup
allotments on cheques. I have requested PGM that it can definately be
enforced to the concrned Francheseee who has defaulted by
false/balanceless cheques. But the generalisaion will affect the
smooth revenue collection and also it will send a bad signal to our
business partners who are prompt and responsible.
On an average daily 30 to 35 lakh rupees of collection is received
from this CTOP UP segment from Bangalore Telecom District area. But on
17th the collection is 5 lakh and on 18th May it is Zero. The average
monthly collection of Bangalore is about Rs.7 to 8 Crores of the total
collection of 11 crores from Karnataka.
This month also the collection from 1st May to 15 the May is about 4
crores from Bangalore out of about 6 crores from Karnataka.
When I have talked to CGMT Karnataka, he was doubting that the
information is from Corporate Office.
However, we are very much interested that the issue to be resolved
immeidately in such a way that the huge revenue we are getting should
not be stopped and a situation may not arise in the market that CTOP
is not available in Bangalore.
We request you to kindly take up this isse with the CMD and ensure
that proper instruction are issued for the smooth going of the issue.
I am sending the copy of this mail to CGM/PGM Bangalore for their
information also.
With regards,
-S B Nagavi,
CS SNEA KTK
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